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Abstract 

This article describes the behaviour of Differential Object Marking in Barese in the light of a 

preliminary study conducted by the author, which is here refined and rectified thanks to sets of 

novel data. A variety of referents along the Definiteness Scale is considered and discussed, and 

these suggest that DOM in Barese is obligatory with highly specific and referential determiner-less 

elements, but it becomes optional, if not ungrammatical, with nouns modified by an overt functional 

element, e.g. (in)definite determiners, numerals, or quantifiers. Furthermore, two structural contexts 

block DOM in Barese, namely the co-occurrence of human direct and indirect objects, and 

whenever the DO is embedded under a perception verb. 

 

Keywords: differential object marking, Barese, upper-southeastern Italo-Romance, Definiteness 
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1. Introduction 

 

This article provides a description of the behaviour of Differential Object Marking (Bossong, 1985; 

DOM henceforth) in Barese, an upper-southern Italo-Romance variety spoken in Bari, Apulia. 

Previous preliminary studies, i.e. Andriani (2011; 2015), focused on a limited set of theoretical and 



empirical factors of Barese DOM in comparison with Torrego’s (1998) analysis of Spanish DOM. 

However, not all aspects of Barese DOM could be explored. This paper presents a more systematic 

study of DOM in Barese, so to obtain a complete and satisfactory overview of its fine-grained 

characteristics, while refining and complementing the previously established generalisations. Our 

overview will also allow us to better place the behaviour of the Barese DOM within highly 

variegated situation attested across (Italo-)Romance (for a comprehensive overview, see Manzini & 

Savoia, 2005; Ledgeway, this volume; for a first survey of DOM in the varieties of Apulia, see 

Andriani, in press). 

On a par with most Italo-Romance varieties (excluding Marchigiano ma and Gallo-Sicilian da; 

Rohlfs, 1969; 1971), Barese obligatorily marks human Direct Objects (DO) by means of the 

element a (< Latin AD). Note that the sole animacy feature, a canonical DOM-trigger, is not 

sufficient for DOM to surface in Barese, e.g. (1):1 

 

           [+HUMAN      +ANIMATE     -ANIMATE] 

(1)  ʤuˈwann  accaˈmɛnd  *(a)  mmaˈriəACC / (*a)  la   ˈɡattəACC/ (*a)  la   ˈlunəACC 

John    looks   DOM Mary    DOM  the.F   cat    DOM the.F  moon  

‘John looks at Mary/the cat/the moon’ 

 

Indeed, the contrast between obligatory *(a) and ungrammatical (*a) marking with the transitive 

verb acchiaməndà ‘to watch/look at’ is mainly given by the semantic opposition between the 

[+human] DOs ‘Mary’ and the [+animate(/-human)] ‘cat’ (but see §3.3.2; also Manzini & Franco, 

2016) and [-animate] feature of ‘the moon’. Moreover, clitic doubling is not a necessary condition 

for the Barese DOM to be licensed, as it happens in Romanian and most Spanish varieties, but the 

full DP may be resumed by a clitic in the relevant pragmatic context. 

																																																								
1 While the numbered examples are presented in (simplified) IPA, the examples in the running text are largely based on 

Italian orthography, except for the adoption of schwa <ə>. 



It is not trivial to highlight the well-known syncretism of the a element with both LOCATIVE and 

DATIVE prepositions meaning ‘to/at’ (cf. Bossong, 1991), e.g. Giuànnə stà(/st a vvà) a la càsə ‘John 

is at(/is going) home’ and Giuànnə ha ddàtə n’anìəddə a Mmarìə ‘John gave a ring to Mary’, 

respectively. Although addressing the syntactic identity of DATIVE and GOAL direct objects (see 

Manzini & Franco, 2016; Bárány, 2018; i.a.) is not the purpose of this study, it will become evident 

that the overt morphosyntactic marker of Barese DOM a shows up less systematically than ‘true’, 

i.e. obligatory, DATIVE/LOCATIVE prepositions, suggesting that the former does not behave as 

canonical preposition, i.e. within its own PP/ApplP, but rather as a more ‘volatile’ element in the 

extended structure of the DP. In this respect, it is also worth pointing out that Barese presents two 

very widespread phenomena typical of upper-southern Italo-Romance varieties, namely clitic-

resumption of [+human] indirect objects by an ACCUSATIVE clitic (see Altamurano: Loporcaro, 

1988, pp. 270-274; Neapolitan: Ledgeway, 2009, pp. 844) and grammaticalisation of heavy 

LOCATIVE reinforcers as innovative and unambiguous, yet optional, DATIVE markers (see 

Neapolitan: Ledgeway, 2000, p. 27). These are shown in (2)-(3a) and (3b), respectively: 

 

(2)   ʧ   u    (/?nʤə)  ̍ kretə    ˈccu  a ˈkkʊddə ?      (Solfato 2008, 32) 

who  him  3.DAT believe.3SG  more  to that.M 

‘and who believes him any longer?’ 

(3)   a.  u   (/?nʤə) a  ˈmmaŋɡatə  də  rəˈspɛttə  a  ˈffɪɟɟə-mə 

    him  3.DAT has lacked    of   respect   to  son-my 

b.   nʤ   (/*u)  a  ˈmmaŋɡatə  də rəˈspɛttə  vəˈʧin/ ˈmbatʧ  a  ˈffɪɟɟə-mə 

    3.DAT-LOC  him has lacked    of  respect   next   in-face to  son -my 

‘(s)he disrespected my son’ 

 

Whenever the indirect object is human, the (3rd person) ACCUSATIVE clitic is favoured over the 

marginal DATIVE clitic ngə (which would be the only option if the object were (in)animate), e.g. ‘to 



him’ (2) and ‘to my son’ (3a). However, the syncretic DATIVE-LOCATIVE clitic ngə in (3) becomes 

the only available option whenever it resumes the complement of heavy prepositions vəcìnə a ‘close 

to’ or mbàccə a ‘in front of’, thus ruling out the combination [*ACCUSATIVE clitic – heavy DATIVE 

P+argument]. Indeed, the alternation between transitive and intransitive pattern can be considered a 

characteristic property of the ‘permissive’ argument structure of Barese verbs, and found in other 

southern Italo-Romance varieties.2 

 Once these basic properties of Barese are defined, we can (re)consider the findings in 

Andriani (2011; 2015) on Barese DOM, integrating these with broader sets of data3 and focusing on 

issues which were not addressed in previous studies. For reasons of space, we will only briefly 

summarise (and rectify, when needed) Andriani’s findings as initial background information to 

provide a finer-grained description of the properties of Barese DOM. In particular, here we consider 

the semantic specifications of the different DO-referents, the verb classes which allow or 

(inherently) force DOM, and the pragmatico-syntactic contexts of its occurrence, to conclude that 

Barese DOM is essentially lexicalised with highly referential and specific referents, while it is 

optional with referents lower on the Definiteness Scale (see Section 2). 

 The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 briefly summarises the findings in Andriani (2011; 

2015); in Section 3, we scrutinise novel sets of referents at different levels of the Definiteness Scale, 

while bearing in mind verb class and information structure of the contexts in which the a-marking 

																																																								
2 In this respect, beside the resumption of human referents with ACCUSATIVE clitics in intransitive contexts (e.g. (2), (3a), 

as well as with scrivə a ‘to write to’, (ar)rəspònnə a ‘to answer to’, tələfonà a ‘to phone-call’, and so forth; see Andriani, 

2011, chs 3-4), Barese and other southern Italo-Romance varieties are well known to allow prototypically unaccusative 

verbs, such as trasì/assì ‘enter/exit (unaccusative)’, to take an agent/causer external argument and be interpreted as ‘to 

put in(side)/take out(side)’. 

3 The Barese data presented here mainly stem from spontaneous conversations, including some freely available audio-

visual material, as well as my own field notes (2011-2017) collected from speakers from different areas of the city 

(mainly Bari vecchio, Japigia, Libertà, Madonnella, and San Paolo). The modern data are compared to those found in 

written sources – mainly dialogues – from early 1900, to check whether any changes have taken place. 



surfaces (or not); in Section 4, we discuss two syntactic contexts blocking Barese DOM; Section 5 

summarises our findings on Barese DOM, and draws some conclusions on its behaviour.  

 

 

2. A preliminary overview on Barese DOM 

 

In the preliminary study by Andriani (2011; 2015), the properties of Barese DOM are discussed in 

comparison with Torrego’s (1998) description and analysis of DOM (among other related 

phenomena) in peninsular Spanish. She identifies six main properties which trigger, block, or 

favour DOM, namely: (i) ability to be doubled by clitics; (ii) specificity of the DO; (iii) shift of the 

aspectual classes of the verb; (iv) agentivity of the subject; (v) animacy and (vi) (degree of) 

affectedness of the DO. Of these six properties, Andriani (2011; 2015) argues that only three are 

relevant in Barese, i.e. the agentivity of the subject, and the humanness and specificity of the DO. In 

contrast, the three remaining properties do not seem to trigger DOM in Barese. Moreover, Andriani 

adopts Ledgeway & Lombardi’s (2005) partition of adverb spaces within the clause in order to 

determine the position of the a-marked DO, which is not higher than the vP, as it follows the vP-

adverb bbù(é)nə ‘well’ (cf. Cinque, 1999). Hence, Andriani concludes that specificity (Enç, 1991; 

Diesing, 1992; Chomsky, 1995, p. 352; Torrego, 1998, p. 14) is the ultimate trigger for the Barese 

a-marking (i.e. D-feature checking against v and subsequent raising to Spec-vP), in line with 

Torrego’s (1998) and Ledgeway’s (2000) analyses for Spanish and Neapolitan DOM, respectively.  

Although syntactic definiteness (see Lyons, 1999) constitutes a basic component in Andriani’s 

work when discussing the specificity of the referents, the interplay of the former with the latter is 

not always explicitly addressed (among other factors). For this reason, in Table 1, we adapt and 

combine the Animacy, Definiteness, and Specificity Scales discussed in Aissen (2003, p. 437) and 

von Heusinger & Kaiser (2005, p. 38) in order to represent Andriani’s (2011; 2015) findings: 

 



Table 1: Preliminary summary of the distribution of DOM in Barese 

Specificity + SPECIFIC                  – SPECIFIC 

 +DEFINITE – DEFINITE 

Anim. / Def. > pronoun  proper N  + def. NP  + spec. NP  – spec. NP 

HUMAN + + + + – 

ANIMATE + ± ± (+hum) – – 

INANIMATE – ± – – – 

 

The results in Table 1 will be updated (see Table 4, §5) after the scrutiny of our new set of Barese 

data. However, as soon as we consider a larger typology of referents, as well as a finer-grained 

selection of syntactic and pragmatic contexts, Barese DOM appears to have a more limited 

distribution than initially investigated.  

 

 

3. A new overview of Barese DOM 

 

Bearing in mind Table 1, we shall reconsider the following variables when reassessing the 

occurrence of Barese DOM in our small database (cf. Bossong, 1982, pp. 580–581; 1991, p. 159): 

(i) inherent/lexical properties of the D(P)/NP, i.e. [animacy [humanness]], [singular/plural], [kin], 

[pronoun]; (ii) non-inherent/referential properties of the D(P)/NP, i.e. (in)definiteness and 

specificity/identification. While our discussion will particularly focus on the semantic properties 

above, we will also be paying attention to the pragmatic function of the DO, i.e. whether a Topic or 

a Focus (cf. Rizzi, 1997; Belletti, 2004; Cruschina, 2012; among many others), and its discourse-

related deixis within the interlocutors’ Common Ground knowledge; the type of (di)transitive vP-

configuration, and the thematic/eventive structure of the transitive (complex) predicate. 

 



3.1. Pronouns with human referents  

 

We begin our survey from pronouns, as the presence vs absence of DOM with pronouns vs non-

pronouns, respectively, is a cross-linguistically robust and well-attested tendency in differential-

marking systems (Comrie, 1989, p. 195). 

 

3.1.1. Personal pronouns 

Indeed, Barese personal pronouns are all obligatorily a-marked, which also triggers the lengthening 

of the following (semi-)consonant. These phono-syntactic flags allow the Barese pronominal 

system to disambiguate between NOMINATIVE from ACCUSATIVE(/DATIVE) tonic pronouns in all 

persons, except [1SG] and [2SG], which have distinct morphological forms (boldfaced in Table 2). 

 

Table 2: NOMINATIVE vs ACCUSATIVE(/DATIVE) personal pronouns in Barese 

 [1SG] [2SG] [3SG] [1PL] [2PL] [3PL] 

NOM ˈji ˈtu ˈjɪddəM/jɛddəF ˈnu ˈvu ˈlorə 

ACC(/DAT) a ˈmmɛ a ˈttɛ a ˈjjɪddəM/ˈjjɛddəF a ˈnnu a ˈvvu a ˈllorə 

 

Barese DOM is obligatory with discourse-participant 1st- and 2nd-person pronouns (4)-(8), 

including the polite form səgnərì (< (vəs)səgnərì < vostra signoria ‘your lordship’) (8), as well as 

non-discourse-participant 3rd-person pronouns (9)-(10) – unlike in the neighbouring dialect of 

Altamura, where Loporcaro (1988, p. 269, fn. 3) attests the optionality of the a-marking with 3rd-

person pronouns, or Ariellese, where only discourse participants are marked (D’Alessandro, 2017): 

 

(4)  mə ˈpɔrtə  a   ˈmmɛ  e  ppasˈkwinə  

  1SG brings DOM me  and Pasquina 

‘he takes me and Pasquina (with him somewhere else)’  



(5)  a   ˈmmɛ |  a  bbarəˈvɛccə |   mə  caˈmavənə    ˈdʤuljə  də  lə   zɡaʎˈʎɔttsə 

  DOM  me  at  Bari vecchio  1SG called.IMPV.3PL Giulia of   the  fritters 

  ‘in Bari Vecchia, I was called Giulia of the polenta fritters’  

(6)  (a   ˈttɛ)  ˈvol   a   ˈttɛ ? 

  DOM  you  wants  DOM  you 

  ‘does he want (to be with) you?’  

(7)  ka   ˈnu | a   ˈvvu   ˈstam   a  aspətˈta  

  that   we  DOM  you.PL stand.1PL to  wait 

  ‘(make it quick,) it is you we’re waiting for’ 

(8)  e   a   ssəɲɲəˈri |  ʧə   tə  kaˈnɔʃʃə ?           (Solfato, 2008, 13) 

  and DOM  you.POL  who 2SG knows 

  ‘and who are you supposed to be (lit. ‘who knows you’)?’ 

(9)  ˈmo  caˈmam   a   ˈjjɪddə  e   ssənˈdimə  ʧ   a  ndravəˈnutə (Solfato, 2008, 29) 

  now call.1PL  DOM  he   and  hear.1PL  what  has occurred 

‘now we’ll call him (here) to understand what’s happening’ 

(10) mənoˈmalə  ka   ˈtɛŋɡ    a   ˈjjɛddə/  ˈllorə 

  less-bad   that  have.1SG DOM she   they 

  ‘luckily I have got (people like) her/them’ 

 

It is clear from the examples above that personal pronouns bear DOM irrespective of their 

pragmatic functions, be those Clitic Right (4) and Left (5 and 8) Dislocations, as well as non-clitic-

resumed high (7) and low (9)-(10) informational/contrastive Foci. Crucially, two important points 

concerning Barese DOM ought to be highlighted:  

i. it is obligatory with personal pronouns in complement position of predicates which normally 

do not trigger DOM, i.e. possessive təné ‘to have’ in (10), or fà (lə figghiə) ‘to have 



(children)’, e.g. facì a mmè ‘(mum) had me’ (see examples (40), §3.3.1, and (78), §3.5). This 

suggests that it is the personal pronoun forcing DOM regardless of the type of verb; 

ii. While the [1SG] personal pronoun a mme in the coordinated pair in (4) is a-marked, as well as 

resumed by the doubling clitic pronoun mə, the second conjunct Pasquina remains unmarked 

(even if it is a proper noun; cf. §3.1.3). A preposition-less second conjunct would not be the 

allowed with a dative complement, e.g. Giuànnə ha ddàtə n’anìəddə a mme e *(a) Pasquinə 

‘John gave a ring to me and to Pasquina’. 

 

3.1.2. Demonstrative pronouns 

On a par with 3rd-person pronouns with animate referents, demonstrative pronouns – whose 

NOMINATIVE vs ACCUSATIVE forms are shown in Table 3 – are obligatorily a-marked, as 

exemplified in (11)-(14): 

 

Table 3: NOMINATIVE vs ACCUSATIVE(/DATIVE) demonstrative pronouns in Barese 

 this [3SG] that [3SG] these [3PL] those [3PL] 

NOM ˈkʊssəM/ˈkɛssəF ˈkʊddəM/ˈkɛddəF ˈkɪssə ˈkɪddə  

ACC(/DAT) a ˈkkʊssəM/ˈkkɛssəF a ˈkkʊssəM/ˈkkɛssəF a ˈkkɪssə a ˈkkɪddə 

 

(11) ˈsiənd     a   ˈkkɛssə/ ̍ kkɛddə/ ˈkkɪddə 

  listen.2SG.IMP  DOM this.F  that.F   those 

  ‘listen to this /that /those’ 

(12)  k   akˈsi  la   ˈmɛttən   a   ˈkkɛdde |  kəmˈma   traˈmotə    (Solfato, 2008, 15) 

  that   so  her put.3PL  DOM  that.F   godmother earthquake 

  ‘because this is how they nickname her: madam earthquake’ 

(13) ˈtu |  ˈkom   u   awˈwand a   ˈkkʊddə  

  you as   him grab.INF  DOM that.M 



  ‘as soon as you put your hands on him’ 

(14)  e    tʧə   s   u   ˈav a  sərˈca  a   ˈkkʊddə ˈʧiənd ˈannə?  (Solfato, 2008, 19) 

  and who  self him has-to suck.INF  DOM  that.M   hundred years 

  ‘and who’s going to stand him for a hundred years?’ 

 

The spatio-temporal, discourse, or affective deictic component encoded in demonstratives (cf. for 

Barese: Andriani, 2017, ch. 3, §4) reinforces the highly specific interpretation of the elliptical 

animate referents, thus favouring the a-marking, irrespective of predicate type or discourse function. 

This is also the general tendency of demonstrative adjectives modifying overt human nouns (§3.3.1), 

which appear a-marked more often than their counterparts with definite articles (§3.3.2) – arguably 

due to demonstratives’ deictic force, which favours the interpretation of the referent as specific. 

 

3.2. Kinship terms and proper names 

 

We now look at other elements without overt determiners, which usually refer to unique, highly 

referential entities, such as proper names, as well as kinship terms modified by an enclitic 

possessive. We begin by considering the latter, namely a closed set of kinship terms modified by a 

[1SG]-[2SG] enclitic possessive (cf. Andriani 2017, ch. 3, §3.1.2). Egerland (2013, p. 82) 

characterises these referents as inherently definite and specific (i.e. unique), whose semantics and 

pragmatics are comparable to that of proper names (cf. also Longobardi, 2005). For this reason, 

kinship terms with enclitic possessives of the type [NKIN+PossCL] – except for (18) where the 

possessive is understood – are always a-marked in Barese: 

 

(15) mi   j   a  pərˈta   ˈpur  a   mməɟˈɟɛrə-mə ?      (Solfato, 2008, 42) 

  me  have-to bring.INF also DOM wife-my 

  ‘should I bring my wife too?’ 



(16) ˈmammə  arrəmaˈni  ʃʃokˈkat  a  vvəˈde  a   ˈssrɛɡɡə-mə  

  mum(-my) remained  shocked  to see.INF  DOM father-in-law-my 

  ‘my mum was astounded when she saw my father-in-law’ 

(17) nɔ  lla   ˈpɔttsə  təˈne    aŋˈɡor  a   ˈmmamə-tə  

  not her can.3SG  keep.INF  still  DOM  mum-your 

‘I cannot keep your mum (with me) any longer’ 

(18) ˈdopə  də  ˈdeʃ ˈannə  sɔ ˈvvist  a   ˈmmamm  e   ppaˈpæ  

  after   of   ten   years  am seen   DOM  mum(-my)   and  dad(-my) 

  ‘only after ten years could I see (my) mum and dad’ 

(19) mənoˈmalə  ka  ˈtiən    a   ˈffɪɟɟə-tə 

  less-bad   that have.2SG DOM son-your  

  ‘luckily you’ve got your son (with you)’ 

 

Once again, the a-marking is present in every pragmatic context, i.e. focused or topical information. 

Moreover, the marking persists in (19) with təné ‘to have, possess’, as observed in (10) for personal 

pronouns, but disappears on second-coordinate conjuncts (18). 

 As for proper names, it is well-known that these are among the prototypical a-marked referents 

in most Romance varieties exhibiting DOM, and this generalisation is also confirmed for Barese by 

both old (Andriani, 2011; 2015) and new data: 

 

(20)  u   waɲˈɲonə  ˈjacc  a   kkoˈlinə  

  the  boy   finds DOM  Nicola.DIM 

   ‘the boy bumps into Nick’ 

(21) si    ˈvvɪst  a   ˈrrina ? 

  are.2SG  seen  DOM  Rina 

  ‘have you seen Rina (over there)?’ 



(22) paskwaˈrɛddə |  a    vvəˈtʊtʧə   ɔnn    arrəˈstatə  

 Pasqua.DIM   DOM  Vito.DIM  have.3PL arrested 

 ‘Pasquina, they’ve arrested Vito!’ 

(23) e   ppərˈʧe  u   si    allasˈsatə  ˈtu  |  a   ˈbbruno ? 

 and why   him are.2SG left   you  DOM Bruno 

 ‘and why did you leave Bruno, then?’ 

(24)  ˈcamu-wə   (ad)  anʤeˈlinə 

  call.2SG.IMP-him   DOM  Angelo.DIM 

  ‘call him(,) Angelino’  

(25)  ˈrina | saˈlut     a   ttəleˈnɔrbə 

  Rina  greet.2SG.IMP  DOM Telenorba 

   ‘Rina, say hi to (the camera of) Telenorba!’ 

 

 In the examples above, both clitic-resumed (23 and 24) and non-clitic-resumed (20)-(22) proper 

names with DO-function bear the a-marking. Firstly, note that the presence/absence of the a-

marking in the minimal pair in (24) determines the two different interpretations of chiamà ‘to call’, 

respectively: ‘call Angelino’ (+DOM) vs ‘call him (by the name) Angelino’ (–DOM). More 

importantly, (25) shows that the proper name of a local TV-channel, Telenorba, is a-marked even if 

inanimate; a similar context is discussed in Andriani (2011; 2015) for other (determiner-less) proper 

names attached to inanimate referents, e.g. the bicycle brand Graziella, but this behaviour may not 

always be consistent, as we will observe below. In this respect, it is also crucial to bear in mind that 

salutà ‘to greet’ pertains to those predicates with prototypically human DOs, which somehow 

favours (or forces) the a-marking even with inanimate DOs.  

 In contrast with the a-marked inanimate Telenorba in (25), (26) shows a context in which a 

traditional mobile ice-shaving station, called Grattamarianna, is not a-marked: 

 



(26) akˈkwannə   sɔ   vvənˈnutə ɡrattamaˈrjannə  

when    am sold   Grattamarianna 

‘when I sold Grattamarianna (i.e. mobile ice-shaving station)’ 

 

The lack of DOM may be due to the opposite situation described above for salutà, as vènnə ‘to sell’ 

would rarely have a [+human] DO as its complement. Moreover, unlike (*la) Telenorba, (la) 

Grattamarianna may also behave as a common noun, thus, with an overt determiner (but also less 

prone to personification and, hence, not used as the proper name of the object, even though it 

contains one, Marianna). 

Far from the norm discussed above for (20)-(23), the situation in (27)-(28) appears even more 

controversial, since the proper name Annamaria and the nickname Minuicchio appear bare:  

 

(27)  sɔ   jjavəˈtatə  ˈkwasə  ˈtrɛ  ˈjjannə a  ˈvvia nikɔˈlaj | e   ffaˈʧɪbbə  jannamaˈriə 

am  lived   almost  three  years    at street Nicolai  and made.1SG Annamaria 

‘I’ve lived almost three years in via Nicolai and (there) I had Annamaria’  

(28)  ˈmannə    drettaˈmendə  mənuˈwɪccə  k  u   motoˈrinə  

 send.2SG.IMP  directly    Minuicchio  with  the  scooter 

 ‘send directly Minuicchio by scooter’ 

 

The absence of DOM with a proper noun in (27) may be ascribed to a restriction imposed by lexical 

verb fà ‘to make/do’ selecting as its complement the only logically possible human referent, i.e. 

one’s own son/daughter. As we shall also observe in a similar context, this specific verb-

complement pair ‘to have a child/children’ usually rejects DOM, perhaps for its possessive 

interpretation, but we observed in §3.1.1 that the a-marking is indeed present when the DO is a 

personal pronoun, e.g. (mə) facì a mmè […] ‘(mum) had me’ (see examples (40), §3.3.1, and (78), 

§3.5). In contrast, the DOM-less proper noun in (28) may be due to the ditransitive construction 



‘send someone (to someone else)’, as discussed in §4.1. However, the lack of DOM with proper 

nouns in these two contexts come as an exception motivated by argument structure, but the rule 

would have them obligatorily a-marked in more prototypical monotransitive contexts, e.g. (20)-(25). 

 On a par with other Romance varieties (e.g. Catalan; Bernstein, Ordóñez & Roca, 2019; et seq.), 

proper names in Barese may be preceded by the so-called ‘personal article’ to express familiarity. 

In Barese, the personal article mbàM/chəmmàF, whose meaning may be paraphrasable as ‘my/our 

mate [proper name]’, derives from the truncated vocative of chəmbàrəM/chəmmàrəF, originally 

‘(wedding) godfather/godmother’. Note that, in written sources from the beginning of the 20th 

century (29), proper nouns with the personal article appeared unmarked with prototypical DOM-

triggering predicates, such as ‘to call’ and ‘to find/bump into’: 

 

(29)  a. ˈmɔ  ˈmaŋk   a  ccaˈma / …  va ˈccamə    mba  koˈlinə  (IvdC, 1912, 1, 1) 

   now  send.1SG to call.INF   go-call.2SG.IMP mate Nicola.DIM 

   ‘now I’ll send someone to call / … go call my mate Nick’ 

  b. ˈbbwenə  k   aɟɟ    acˈcatə  mba  pasˈkwalə  u   vətˈtarə (IvdC, 1912, 3, 1) 

   good   that have.1SG found  mate Pasquale the  barrel-maker 

   ‘it’s good I bumped into my mate Pasquale the cooper’ 

 

Crucially, these examples from 1912 contrast with the modern Barese situation, in which proper 

names with personal articles are obligatorily a-marked, as in *(a) mbàM/chəmmàF [proper name], 

e.g. so acchiat’a mbà Pasquàlə ‘I bumped into my mate Pasquale’. Even though we are not in a 

position to generalise for the paucity of tokens available, it could be argued that the presence of this 

additional element, reinforcing the specificity of the proper noun, used to allow for the optionality 

of DOM, possibly because the personal article could satisfy the semantic requirements which would 

otherwise trigger DOM. However, this optionality is now resolved in modern Barese by means of 

the obligatory a-marking. 



Before moving onto syntactically definite common nouns, i.e. with an overt determiner, we 

consider a subset of proper nouns with overt definite articles. These identify a unique, thus highly 

specific, referent, such as religion-related names, e.g. la Madònnə ‘the Virgin Mary’ (30), u 

Səgnóre ‘the Lord’ (31), and nicknames, e.g. u cəcàtə ‘the Blind(ed one)’ (32):  

 

(30) ˈtɛŋɡə   la   maˈdɔnnə […] e   dʤəˈsu  a  ˈkkɛdda ˈvannə  

  have.1SG the  Virgin-Mary  and  Jesus  at  that   side 

  ‘I have the (icons/statues of) Virgin Mary and Jesus in the other room’ 

(31) j-a   rəŋɡradˈdzja  u   səɲˈɲorə ka  m   a  ˈffattə  kamˈba ˈfin  a ˈkkɛss eˈta 

   have-to thank.INF   the  lord     that me  has made  live.INF  till to this age 

   ‘I have to thank the Lord who made me live this long’  

(32) alˈlor  u   kaˈnʊʃʃə  u   ʧəˈkatə  

  then   him  know.2SG the blind  

  ‘so you do know the Blind(ed) one’ 

 

Despite having overt definite markers, in theory these unique referents share semantic properties 

with proper names; yet, unlike the proper names introduced by DOM in (20)-(25), none of them is 

a-marked. Interestingly, also Gəsù ‘Jesus (Christ)’ in (30) is not a-marked because it is second 

conjunct in the coordinated structure, i.e. one of the contexts in which the optionality of DOM 

arises (cf. examples (4) and (18)). Indeed, in Barese we would expect tèng’a Gesù a chèdda vànne, 

on a par with Neapolitan teng’a Gesù Criste come targa ‘I have Jesus Christ as (i.e. on) my 

registration plate’. Indeed, DOM would be expected in contexts of secondary predication, e.g. in 

Spanish (López, 2016). Hence, syntactic definiteness seems to be the very first environment of the 

Definiteness Scale in which the absence/optionality of the Barese DOM becomes visible, even 

though the semantic features of these unique and specific referents should actually favour DOM. 

 



3.3. Overt Determiners: Demonstratives and definite articles 

 

As mentioned in §3.1.2, common nouns accompanied by demonstrative elements, encoding deictic 

force, tend to be more frequently a-marked than those with a definite article, as we have already 

started observing in §3.2 for unique referents with definite articles. 

 

3.3.1. Demonstrative + NP 

Recall the morphological forms of Barese demonstratives presented in Table 3; while the distal 

demonstrative forms for ‘that/those’ are identical to their pronominal counterparts, the 

proximal/medial forms for ‘this/these’ also include the clitic forms stuM/staF ‘this *(NP)’ and sti 

‘these *(NP)’, which are semantically, but not pragmatically, equivalent to the tonic forms, e.g. 

(36b). Irrespective of the form involved, demonstrative adjectives – similarly to their pronominal 

counterparts – appear to force the a-marking, as shown in (33) to (38) for a broad range of 

predicates and pragmatic contexts: 

  

(33) a   ttraˈdit   a   ˈkkʊddə  ˈfratə  

  has  betrayed  DOM  that.M  brother(-my) 

  ‘she cheated on that (poor) brother (of mine)’ 

(34)  u   ˈvi    a   ˈkkʊddə  waɲˈɲonə ˈlɛŋɡə ˈlɛŋɡə ?    (Solfato, 2008, 29) 

 him see.2SG  DOM that.M  boy   long.M  long.M 

 ‘do you see that very tall guy?’ 

(35)  si    allasˈsat  a   ˈkkʊddə  ˈbbravə  waɲˈɲonə  pə  ˈkkʊddə  toˈpinə  

are.2SG left  DOM  that    good   boy   for  that    delinquent 

‘you dumped that good guy for that delinquent’  

(36) a. la   vəˈlɛss      akkaˈnɔʃʃ  a   ˈkkɛdda  ˈmbamə  

her  wanted.1SG.COND know .INF DOM that.F   infamous  



b. ka   u   a   ffəɟˈɟat   a   stu ˈsɔrtə  də  ˈmiəndzə  pətˈʧonə  

that   him  has  procreated  DOM  this  sort   of   half    twat 

‘I’d like to know that terrible woman who procreated such an idiot’ 

(37)  ˈvɪstə  ka  u   kaˈnʊʃʃə  ˈbbuənə |  ˈtu |  a   ˈkkʊddə  kərˈnutə  

 seen   that  him  know.2SG  well   you DOM  that    rascal 

 ‘since you know that rascal well’ 

(38) ˈji   m   u   ˈaɟɟ a    manˈʤa  ˈvivə   a   ˈkkʊddə  ʃkəˈfusə 

  I   self  him have.1SG-to eat.INF  alive  DOM that   disgusting 

  ‘I’ll eat that disgusting man alive!’ 

 

DOM is also found whenever the DO introduced by the demonstrative is modified by other 

adjectival quantifiers (39) or numerals (40) – similarly to the intensifier sòrtə də+N, roughly ‘such 

a(n)+N’, in (36b) above:  

 

(39)  ˈsiənd     a   ˈkkʊss ˈaldə   spəˈtalə          (Solfato, 2008, 17) 

  listen.2SG.IMP  DOM this  other  hospital 

 ‘listen to this other fool (right here)’ 

(40)  (sc.ˈmammə)  sə   pəɟˈɟɔ   a   paˈpæ ˈmiə  e   mmə   faˈʧi    a   ˈmmɛ 

   mum(-my)  self took.3SG  DOM  dad  my  and me   made.3SG DOM  me 

  e   a   ˈkkɪss  e   ˈddu  ̍ fratə  

  and  DOM these   and  two  brothers 

‘(my mum) got together with my dad and had me and these two (other) brothers’ 

 

In (40), despite the presence of the predicate fà (lə figghiə) ‘to have (children)’ (cf. (27) and 

relevant discussion in §3.2), the second conjunct of the coordinated DOs ‘me and these two brothers’ 

appears a-marked, contrary to what we observed in (4), (18), and (29); this again testifies to the 



optionality of DOM in such contexts, which would not apply to regular DAT/LOC prepositions. 

Nonetheless, a fairly plausible reason for the presence of DOM is, in turn, the presence of the 

demonstrative introducing the quantified DPs.  

Our small database contains rare instances of unmarked DOs introduced by a demonstrative, 

such as (41) and (42). In (41), the lexical verb təné ‘to keep (someone next to someone else)’ selects 

a clitic-resumed DP introduced by a demonstrative – thus highly specific – which appears 

unmarked. As we shall also discuss in §3.3.2, irrespective of the interpretation of təné, DOM will 

not surface whenever the DO is a (definite or indefinite) common noun, i.e. not a pronoun, a proper 

noun, or a determinerless kinship term. Indeed, [təné Dem+DP] may be another grey area down the 

Definiteness Scale in which DOM is highly favoured, but not strictly obligatory:4  

 

(41) ˈji u   vəˈlevə    təˈne |  ˈkʊddə  povəˈriəddə  də  maˈrɪddə-mə 

 I him wanted.3SG  keep  that   poor.DIM   of   husband-my 

 ‘I wanted to keep him (next to me, i.e. alive), that poor husband of mine’ 

 

Instead, the DO in (42) may lack DOM because ‘this person’, introduced in the previous sentence 

as the new referent nu crəstianə ‘a person’ and, thus, specific in (42), is not yet (or enough) 

identifiable in the discourse: 

 

 (42)  ˈʃɛrən   a  acˈca    ˈkʊssə  krəsˈtjanə  

   went.3PL to  find.INF   this  person 

‘they went to visit this person’  

 
																																																								
4 In the particular case of (41), the absence of DOM might also be due – yet, not forced by – the particularly long 

intonational break after the verb, as if the DO were marginalised. Moreover, a reviewer rightfully points out that the 

object in question acts as an Aboutness Topic, which usually rejects DOM. However, examples such as (36)-(37)-(38) 

show that this factor does not necessarily block DOM in Barese. 



However, note that the Barese verbal complex scì a(d) acchià, lit. ‘go to find’, may lead to 

ambiguity between the interpretations (i) ‘go see/visit (someone)’ and (ii) ‘go look for/find 

(someone)’. While (42), interpreted with the meaning of (i) in this instance, does not feature DOM, 

the interpretation in (ii) may do so, which would imply that the aspectual class of the verb (and/or 

the affectedness of the DO) may be responsible for this alternation; however, this needs further 

testing with native speakers. 

Nonetheless, it may be generally concluded that the deictic component encoded in 

demonstratives usually forces the a-marking of the human DO, but exceptions to this generalisation 

can be found. 

 

3.3.2. Definite article + NP  

When we consider common nouns headed by overt definite articles, the a-marking appears to 

oscillate much more than with the referents scrutinised so far, even if these are kinship terms. It is 

useful to operate a divide between singular and plural referents, due to the higher levels of 

identification/specificity of the former.  

 

3.3.2.1. Singular DPs. In (43) to (47), we note that DOM is present with singular referents – mostly 

kinship terms – such as ‘grandmother’ (43), ‘son’ (44), ‘husband’ (45), and ‘fiancé’ (46) (as well as 

‘dead person’ (52a) below): 

 

(43) ˈmammə   sə   l   a   səppərˈtat a  la  ̍ nɔnnə  

mother(-my) self her has borne   DOM the grandma 

‘my mum has had to provide for (lit. bear) grandma’ 

 (44) [a+u >] o ˈfɪɟɟə   də  səɲɲəˈri |  u   av a   affəˈkwa  ˈjɪnd  o    ˈliəttə  

DOM-the  son   of   you.POL  him has-to choke.INF in  to-the  bed 

  ‘she’ll end up choking your son in bed!’  



 (45) ʧə   ˈkrɪstə  vəˈlevə […] faˈʧevə   kamˈba   [a+u >] o  maˈritə   ˈmiə  

if  Christ wanted.3SG   made.3SG live.INF   DOM-the  husband  my 

‘If Christ had wanted it, my husband would still be alive (lit. he made my husband live)’ 

 (46) ˈdi    |  akkaˈnʊʃʃ  [a+u >] o  ˈtsitə   də  ˈrina ? 

say.2SG.IMP know.2SG DOM-the   fiancé of  Rina 

  ‘ask (him): do you know Rina’s boyfriend?’ 

 

Clitic-resumed DOs in low (43) and high (44) positions, as well as informationally focussed DOs 

(45)-(46), all bear the a-marking, even when occurring in causative constructions, e.g. (45).  

In contrast, most referents presented below appear unmarked, such as ‘shoemaker’ (47) and 

‘waiter’ (48), as well as kinship terms, such as ‘mother’ (49), ‘daughter’ (50), and ‘family’ (51): 

 

(47)  na  ˈbbɛlla ˈdi […]  koˈlinə […]  ˈjaccə  u   skarˈpare 

  a   nice  day    Nicola.DIM  finds   the  shoemaker 

‘one fine day, Nick bumps into the shoemaker’ 

(48) ˈkɪddə  s   asˈsɛttən  e   ˈccamən  u   kamaˈriərə 

  those   self  sit.3PL   and  call.3PL   the  waiter 

  ‘they take a sit and call the waiter’ 

(49) komə  ˈvədi     la ˈmammə  e   nnu ˈfiɟɟə |  ˈjɪnd  a ˈnnʊddə  l   atʧəˈdi  

  how   saw.3SG  the mum   and  a   son  in  to  nothing  them  killed.3SG 

‘as soon as she saw the mum and one (of the) son(s), she killed them’ 

(50) ccaˈmɔ  la   ˈfiɟɟa    ˈɡrannə  

  call.3PL  the  daughter  big 

  ‘(she) called (her) older daughter’ 

(51) ˈtu  si    atˈʧisə  la  faˈmiɟɟa ̍ mɛ | e  ˈmmɔ  ˈji  ̍ aɟɟ     a atˈʧit  a  ˈttɛ 

  you  are.2SG  killed  the family  my and now   I  have.1SG-to kill.INF DOM you 



  ‘you’ve killed my family, and now I’ll have to kill you’ 

 

Another interesting, yet unexpected, alternation is shown in the sentences in (52). The same 

informationally focused DO ‘dead person’ appears a-marked in its first instance (52a) and 

unmarked in the very next sentence (52b): 

 

(52)  a. ˈtiəmbə ˈfa […] | ˈʃɛvənə   ˈtuttə lə koɱvraˈtɛll   a  akkəmbaɲˈɲa   o   ˈmwɛrtə 

   time   ago  went.3PL  all  the brethren   to  accompany.INF  DOM-the dead 

    ‘some time ago, all the (religious) brethren used to accompany the dead person… 

  b. naˈbbɛllaˈdi | ˈkomə ˈstev a  spətˈta u  ˈmwɛrtə |  koˈlinə […]  ˈjaccə u skarˈpare 

   a nice  day as  was to wait.INF the dead   Nicola.DIM    finds  the shoemaker 

…one fine day, while waiting for the dead person, Nick bumps into the shoemaker’ 

 

We may either hypothesise that the predicates involved, i.e. ‘to accompany’ (52a) and ‘to wait for’ 

(52b), are responsible for this alternation, perhaps due to a lexical restriction of ‘to accompany’ 

which requires a prototypically human DO; or the aspectual nature of the events described by the 

predicates plays a role, i.e. habitual: ‘used to accompany the dead person’ vs durative: ‘was waiting 

for the dead person’ (see Andriani, in press, for similar considerations in other Apulian varieties). 

On a par with Neapolitan (Ledgeway, 2009, p. 841) and the Barese facts discussed in the 

previous sections, in (53)-(58) we note the absence of the a-marking with definite common nouns 

whenever the lexical verb is təné, irrespective of its interpretations ‘have/hold/keep’:  

 

(53) təˈnevə   u   skarˈparə  assəˈlutə  pə  ˈjjɪddə 

  had.1SG  the shoemaker  only    for  him 

  ‘he had his own shoemaker exclusively for himself’ 

(54) ˈtɛŋɡə   ˈpurə  la   waɲˈɲɛddə  dafˈforə 



have.1SG also  the girl    outside 

‘there’s even my girlfriend (waiting) outside’ 

(55) təˈnevə   u   maˈritə ˈmiə  dəsokkuˈpatə  

had.1SG  the husband my unemployed 

‘I had my husband unemployed (at that time)’ 

(56) kəmˈba |  təna-mˈmi-wə        ˈtu |  u   pətʧəˈnɪnnə  (Solfato, 2008, 18) 

man.VOC hold.2SG.IMP-me.DAT-him.ACC you the  baby boy 

‘man, you hold the baby for me’ 

(57) u   ˈtɛŋɡə  u  ˈtsitə 

  him have.1SG the fiancé 

  ‘I’ve (already) got a boyfriend’ 

(58) ˈji  | u  ˈtsitə   ˈbbɛddə |  u   ˈtɛŋɡə  ˈdʤa        (IvDC, 1912, 4, 1) 

   I  the fiancé nice   him have.1SG already 

  ‘I already have a nice boyfriend’ 

 

DOM is absent on definite DOs selected by təné even if these are specific, appear as clitic-resumed 

topics or informational foci, or involve secondary predications, as in (55). 

Finally, morphologically singular definite nouns with collective interpretation, which refer to 

human entities such as ‘people’ (59a), would not be marked in the modern dialect. However, in 

written sources from the past century, the a-marking on ‘people’ may be allegedly found because of 

the identification/specificity of the referent, which in (59a) is the speaker himself, while the generic 

expression ‘the crowd (of people)’ in (59b) is – expectedly – unmarked: 

 

(59) a. ˈpaɡ     a   la   ˈdʤɛndə           (IvDC, 1912, 5, 1) 

   pay.2SG.IMP DOM the  people 

   ‘pay the people (like myself)!’ 



 b. so   acˈcatə la  ˈfɔddə a la  kanˈdinə         (IvDC, 1912, 5, 4) 

   am found  the crowd  at  the  wine shop 

   ‘I found the wine shop crowed with people’ 

 

3.3.2.2. Plural DPs. Once we move onto plural referents, inherently less specific than singular ones 

(cf. Manzini & Savoia, 2005, II, p. 515), the incidence of DOM dramatically drops, irrespective of 

the specificity of the definite plural DO. This contrast can be seen in (60), where the referent ‘my 

sons’ is clearly specific and identified, and (61)-(63), where the referents are generic: 

 

(60) e   ˈmmo  jɛ |  ˈkambəkə lə   ˈfɪɟɟə  ̍ miə  

and  now   is  live.1SG  the sons  my 

‘see, I (even) provide for my sons’ 

(61) e   ˈvval   la   ˈpen   a  manˈna   lə  ̍ fɪɟɟə   a  la  ̍ skolə ?  (Solfato, 2008, 29) 

  and worth  the  sorrow to send.INF  the  sons  to  the school 

  ‘and is it worth at all sending one’s sons to school?’ 

(62) nɔm  bəˈtev   aˈve    lə ˈfɪɟɟə  

  not could.3SG have.INF  the sons 

  ‘she couldn’t have children’  

(63) p   u  ˈfattə   ka  ˈkʊddə  mətˈti    lə   ppətˈtənə   

  for  the fact   that  that.M  put.PST.3SG  the  prostitutes 

  ‘(we left that building) because he put prostitutes in there’ 

 

Nonetheless, the lack of DOM in the examples above may be ascribed to the nature of the 

predicates: the unergative cambà ‘live/to get by’ in (60), here used in its transitive/causative variant 

‘provide for (someone)’; or, again, to the ditransitive mannà ‘send (one’s children to school)’ in 

(61) (cf. §4.1); and the possessive avè ‘to have’ in the expression ‘have children’ in (62), where the 



generic DO – with an expletive definite article in Barese – would typically be unmarked. Likewise, 

(63) shows the generic plural referent ‘prostitutes’ without DOM; however, it may also be the 

argument structure of ‘to put (someone somewhere)’ to be playing a role in blocking DOM, 

somewhat similarly to the case of ditransitive predicates with DATIVE or LOCATIVE arguments (§4.1). 

In contrast to this, written sources from the 20th century attest the presence of DOM with specific 

definite plural referents. For instance, we find the a-marking on a plural kinship term, lə fratə 

‘brothers’ in (64), interpreted with a silent 3SG possessive and clearly specific, as the DP refers to 

the preceding proper names Peppinə and Giuanninə, the brothers of the female referent (i.e. ‘her’). 

Likewise, ‘young ladies’ in (65) is also interpreted as specific because the locative ‘up there’ 

modifies the noun. However, we should also bear in mind that the verb offènnə ‘to offend’ would 

prototypically require a human referent (cf. also the obligatoriness of DOM in Spanish with 

ofender; Torrego, 1998; i.a.): 

 

(64) va  ˈccam    a   ppepˈpinə |   a   dʤuwanˈninə | a   lə   ˈfratə  

  go- call.2SG.IMP DOM Giuseppe.DIM DOM Giovanni.DIM DOM the brothers 

  ‘go call Peppino, Giovannino, (both) her brothers’         (IvDC, 1912, 5, 4) 

(65) ˈsɛndz  ɔfˈfɛnn   a   lə   səɲɲəˈrinə   də dda-ˈssusə      (IvDC, 1912, 4, 4) 

  without offend.INF DOM the young ladies of there-up 

  ‘without offending the young ladies up there (on the balconies)’ 

 

3.3.2.3. Non-human DPs. Some interesting cases of DOM with definite animate referents can be 

found in Barese proverbs (64) or expressions (65), representative of older stages of the language. As 

initially pointed out in the very first example in (1), non-human or inanimate referents would 

usually not appear a-marked in Barese, except if these are proper names, or are personified, i.e. 

rational beings, e.g. u vóvə vedì o ciùccə [+DOM] ‘the ox saw the donkey’ (cf. Andriani, 2015, §2.5). 

Consider now the examples in (66)-(67): 



 

(66) u  ˈliəttə  atˈʧit   o    ˈtorə 

  the bed   kills   DOM-the  bull 

  ‘resting weakens the tough ones (lit. the bed kills the bull)’ 

(67) ˈfaʃə   ˈrit    a  lə   ɡatˈtʊddə  

  makes laugh.INF DOM the kittens 

  ‘s/he is laughable (lit. makes the kittens laugh)’ 

 

In (66), it is evident that tórə ‘bull’ refers to ‘a tough person’, while in (67) lə gattuddə refers to 

‘silly people’, being, in fact, the Barese counterpart of the Italian expression far ridere i polli ‘to 

make chickens laugh’. As mentioned above in §3.3.1, we may again observe how the causative 

construction ‘make someone laugh’ in (67) does not block DOM, not even when the referent are the 

‘personified’ kittens, i.e. the subject of the embedded predicate ‘laugh’. Moreover, note that DOM 

in (66) is present even though the subject ‘bed’, i.e. ‘resting’, in (66) is non-agentive, a feature 

which normally blocks the presence of DOM with definite common nouns, e.g. nu chiangónə 

accedì u frabbəcatórə ‘a rock killed the builder’ (cf. also Andriani, 2015, §2.4). This latter case, 

together with the other instances of Barese DOM from past-century sources, lead us to assume the 

plausible scenario whereby DOM was more extended than what we observe in modern Barese. 

 

3.4. Indefinite Pronouns  

 

While we mentioned in §3.1 that most pronouns tend to appear a-marked in Barese, Andriani 

(2011; 2015) argues that indefinite pronouns – bar the animate universal quantifier ‘everyone’ – 

show sensitivity to the specificity/identification of the referent as a trigger for DOM, on a par with 

highly specific indefinites. 



Indeed, the specificity-driven contrast is immediately evident with the existential quantifier 

pronoun quacchedùnə (archaic: ngocchedùnə) ‘someone’, which patterns with its semantically 

equivalent indefinite nu crəstiànə ‘a person’ (cf. Andriani 2015, p. 66). These can receive a 

quantificational, i.e. [+SPECIFIC], interpretation, marked with DOM, and a cardinal one, where the [–

SPECIFIC] element remains unmarked: 

 

(68) a.  ˈjoʃə   jɛ  la  ʃərˈnata  ̍ bbonə  k   j-a   atˈʧit   a   kkwakkeˈdunə  

    today is   the day      good  that  have-to kill.INF DOM someone 

     ‘today is the right day to kill someone (among you)’         [+SPECIFIC] 

b.  ʧə   ˈsɛndəkə  kkwakkeˈdunə  a  ˈddiʃə  ˈkɪssə  ˈkosə       

    if  hear.1SG  someone   to say  these   things  

    ‘if I (ever) hear anyone saying such things’            [–SPECIFIC] 

 

These will be a-marked whenever they refer to a specific and identifiable entity, e.g. ‘someone 

(among you)’ in (68a); in contrast, the generic referent ‘anyone’ remains unmarked (68b). However, 

we cannot exclude what appears to be one of the structural constraints on the presence of the a-

marking in Barese, namely a perception verb blocking DOM in the matrix clause in (68b), as shown 

in §4.2. Likewise, the same could be argued for the facts in (69), where the pronoun junə ‘one 

(person)’, interpreted as the indefinite pronoun ‘(some)one’, is a-marked because of its specific 

interpretation in (69a)-(69b). Instead, the lack of DOM in (69c) may both be due to its interpretation 

as a partitive numeral ‘one (of the sons)’, as well as to the ditransitive verb ‘to bring, carry’, 

blocking DOM, as discussed in §4.1: 

 

(69) a.  ˈpɪɟɟ  e   ˈttu |  ˈmɔ |  nɔnn  u   atˈʧit   a   ˈjjunə  ˈkom  a  ˈkkʊddə ? 

take  and  you  now  not  him  kill.2SG  DOM  one   like   to  that.M 

‘wouldn’t you go ahead and kill someone like him?’       (Solfato, 2008, 27) 



  b.  ˈmɔ ˈstɔɡɡ  a  spətˈta   a   ˈjjunə  (sc.  krəsˈtjanə) 

    now stand  to wait.INF  DOM  one    person 

    ‘I’m waiting for someone (i.e. specific person)’ 

  c.  ˈpərtɔ    ˈjunə (sc. ˈfɪɟɟə)  də  la   ˈprima  məɟˈɟerə  

    brought.3SG one    son of  the  first   wife 

    ‘he (i.e. dad) brought one (son) from the first wife’ 

 

Both hypotheses seem plausible; however, the ditransitive nature of the predicate may be the 

decisive factor, as also the non-specific variant of ‘one’ in object position would still require the a-

marking in modern Barese, e.g. accit’a jjunə də mazzatə ‘to beat (some)one up (lit. to kill one with 

blows)’ (Sada, Scorcia & Valente, 1971, p. 48). 

One important rectification to Andriani’s (2011; 2015) findings is that nəssciùnə ‘no-one’ seems 

to bear the a-marking in all cases (cf. Andriani, forthcoming, for the same conclusion in northern 

Apulian varieties): when it implies partitive or comparative readings ‘anyone (among/like)’ (70a), 

or the negative proper ‘no-one’ (70b). 

 

(70) a.  pə  lla  ˈfrevə |  nəŋ  ɡanəʃˈʃevə    ˈccu  a   nnəʃˈʃunə     [+SPECIFIC] 

    for  the fever  not knew.IMPF.1SG more DOM no-one 

‘for the fever, I could no longer recognise anybody (around me)’ 

 b.  ˈnonə |  ˈfɪɟɟə |  nɔɱ ˈvɔɟɟ    a   nnəʃˈʃunə          [–SPECIFIC] 

no   son  not  want.1SG DOM no-one 

‘no, son, I want no-one (i.e. I’m better off alone)!’ 

 

Example (71) shows the only instance of an unmarked ‘no-one’ in our database: 

 

(71) s   affatˈʧɔrənə  ˈdu […] |  nɔ   llə  vəˈlɪbbə |   nəʃˈʃunə  də  ˈtʊtt  e  ˈddu  



  self  expose   two.M  not  them  wanted.1SG  no-one   of   all  and two.M 

‘two (pretenders) came forward, I didn’t want them, neither of the two’  

 

This may be due to the marginalisation of this constituent, which is evident in both intonational 

break and the fact that the resumptive clitic ‘them’ clearly refers to the preceding ‘two (boys)’. 

Otherwise, the variant with DOM non vəlìbbə *(a) nnəssciùnə də tutt’e ddu would be the only 

viable option. 

In contrast, Andriani’s results are confirmed for tuttə(quàndə) ‘everyone’ (72)-(73), or 

‘all/each/both of’ (74), which always gets a-marked irrespective of its specific vs generic semantic 

interpretation, syntactic position, or pragmatic function:5 

  

(72) v    aɟɟ a     atˈʧit   a   ttʊttəˈkwandə         [+SPECIFIC] 

  you.PL  have.1SG-to  kill.INF   DOM  everyone 

  ‘I’m going to kill all of you!’ 

(73)  la   maˈdɔnnə  bbənəˈdiʃ  a   ˈttʊttə              [–SPECIFIC] 

 the  Madonna  blesses   DOM  everyone 

 ‘the Virgin Mary blesses everyone’ 

(74) ˈkʊddə  və   karəˈkɛʃʃə  də  matˈtsat   a   ˈttʊtt  e   ˈddu  

that   you.PL  loads    of   hits    DOM  all   and  two 

‘he’ll beat up both of you’! 

 

																																																								
5 Interestingly, the semantic equivalent of ‘everybody’, u mùnnə ‘the world’, is attested with DOM in a 1913 text, but 

can no longer be a-marked in modern Barese, as confirmed by native speakers: 

 

(i)  ppə  nnɔɱ  ˈva   parˈla   a   u  ˈmʊnnə           (IvDC, 1913, 8, 2) 

  for  not  makes  talk.INF DOM  the world 

  ‘so that everyone won’t talk (about it)’ 



We conclude this section by considering the animate relative/wh-pronoun for ‘who(m)’, namely 

cə/ci [ʧə/ʧi] (< Latin QUI),6 which has always been a-marked at least since the early 20th century 

(75): 

 

(75) a   ˈtʧi asˈpiətt   a appətˈʧa  la   kalˈdarə ?       (IvDC, 1912, 5, 4) 

  DOM who wait.2SG  to turn on.INF the pot 

‘who (i.e. what) are you waiting for to turn on the stove?’ 

(76) a   ˈtʧə  sta   ccaˈmiəndə |  nɔn  ˈdiənə  ˈspɛcc  a  ˈkkassə-tə ? 

 DOM who are.2SG look.2SG   not have.2SG mirror at house-your 

  ‘who are you looking at? You don’t have mirrors at home?’ 

 (77) ʤəˈsu |  ajˈjudə-lə  |     a   ˈtʧə  mə ˈvolə  ˈmalə  e    a  ˈtʧə məˈvolə  ̍ bbenə 

   Jesus   help.2SG.IMP-them DOM who me  wants  evil   and DOM who  me wants good 

  ‘Jesus, help those who hate me and those who love me’ 

 

The animate wh-elements in (75)-(76) both require the a-marking in modern Barese, otherwise 

ambiguity could arise with the inanimate ‘what’, as well as with the animate cə ‘who’ in subject 

function. In (77), instead, cə functions as an indefinite demonstrative pronoun ‘those who’, which is 

also always obligatorily a-marked in modern Barese.7 

 

3.5. Indefinites, Numerals, and Quantifiers + NP  

 

On the lower levels of the Definiteness Scale, the a-marking in Barese becomes optional, or 

disappears altogether. This occurs whenever the relevant NP is modified by what Milsark (1974) 

																																																								
6 In Barese, cə is syncretic with the inanimate wh-pronoun ‘what’ (<QUID), as well as the irrealis conjunction ‘if’ (<SE). 

7 Some Apulian varieties grammaticalised a ccə, lit. ‘to whom’, as the indefinite demonstrative pronoun ‘those who’ 

used in both subject and object functions; cf. Andriani, forthcoming. 



labels ‘weak determiners’, namely indefinite articles, numerals (other than pronominal ‘one’, cf. 

§3.4), and indefinite quantifiers, which tend to be non-specific (cf. also López, 2016, p. 246).  

The lack of DOM in different (in)definite or quantificational contexts can be observed in (78), 

where all referents are kinship terms or pronominal forms with high levels of specificity:  

 

(78) a. u   ˈprimə  maˈritə   lasˈsɔ  ˈtrɛ ˈffɪɟɟə   a  ˈmmammə […] | 

   the  first   husband  left.3SG  three sons   to  mum(-my) 

‘her first husband left three sons to my mum […], 

 b. ˈpo  (sc.ˈmammə ) sə   pəɟˈɟo   a   ppaˈpæ ˈmiə  e   ffaˈʧi   a   ˈmmɛ | 

   then   mum(-my) self took.3SG  DOM  dad  my and made.3SG  DOM  me  

‘[…] then she (mum) picked my dad and she had me,’ 

 nu ˈfratə  ka  u   sɔ ˈppɛrsə  |  e   u  ˈlʊldəmə  də  lə   ˈfratə  

   a   brother  that him am los t  and  the last   of  the brothers 

‘one brother whom I’ve lost, and the last of the brothers’  

 

In (78a), the DO ‘three sons’ of the ditransitive predicate ‘to leave’ appears unmarked because of 

the numeral, but also for the co-presence of an overt animate indirect object, which normally blocks 

DOM (cf. §4.1). Likewise, (78b) shows two specific referents, ‘a brother’ and ‘the last of the(/my) 

brothers’, which remain unmarked possibly due to the selecting predicate ‘to have (children)’, 

besides the two constituents being the second and third conjunct of a coordinated structure with an 

a-marked pronoun. 

In the same way, specific indefinite referents, such as ‘a son (i.e. one of the sons)’ (79), ‘a 

brother’ in (80) and ‘a fiancé’ in (81), appear unmarked, and so does the list of non-specific kinship 

terms in (82) ‘a sister, a mum, a brother, a niece’: 

 

(79) acˈcɔ    nu ̍ fɪɟɟə  ̍ jɪnd  o    kɔˈmɔ […] u  ˈwaldə   ˈjɪnd  o    warˈnalə   



  found.3SG a  son in   to-the  comò   the other   in   to-the  urinal 

‘she found one (of the) son(s) in the chest of drawers […], the other (son) in the urinal’ 

(80) ˈmɔ |  nu  ˈfratə |  u   sɔ   ˈppɛrsə  

now  a   brother  him  am  lost 

‘now, one brother, he died (lit. I have lost him)’ 

(81) ka  ˈji |  a  kkwatˈtʊrdəʧ ˈannə |  təˈnevə   nu  ˈtsitə   ka  ˈjevə   səlˈdatə 

that I  at fourteen    years  had.1SG  a  fiancé that was  soldier 

‘(someone was saying) that, when I was 14, I had a fiancé who was a soldier’ 

(82)  nɔn ˈdɛŋɡə    na ˈsorə | […] na ˈmammə | […]  nu ˈfratə | […] na ˈnəpotə  

  not   have.1SG  a  sister       a    mum         a brother   a   niece 

  ‘I don’t have any sister, mum, brother, niece…’  

 

In (80), not only is the DP fronted, thus potentially a preposition-less Hanging Topic, and the 

referent no longer alive, thus inanimate, but also the predicate ‘lose’ may be among the causes for 

the lack of DOM. In this respect, Spanish shows a subtle alternation with ‘lose’, as in Juan perdió 

(a) su hijo ‘John lost his son’ (Bolinger, 1991, p. 200), where the absence of DOM is interpreted as 

in (80), i.e. the referent passed away, while its a-marked counterpart conveys the interpretation of a 

less definitive kind of ‘losing’, i.e. both physical or emotional ‘distancing’ between subject and 

object. Instead, (81)-(82) involve the predicate təné ‘to have’, which normally blocks DOM, thus 

these contexts can be considered as ‘borderline’ for the a-marking. 

In any case, Andriani (2011; 2015) attests the presence of DOM only with specific indefinite 

(singular) referents, which is also confirmed by modern (83) and 20th-century sources (84)-(85): 

 

(83) waʎˈʎɔ |  ˈwe    sənˈdi  a   nu  ˈfratə ? 

  boy.VOC  want.2SG hear.INF DOM a   brother 

  ‘man, will you listen to a brother (i.e. myself)?’ 



(84) aˈvim   acˈcat  a   na  waɲˈɲɛddə  pəˈlitə      (IvdC, 1912, 4, 1) 

  have.1PL found  DOM  a  girl    clean 

  ‘we’ve found (such) a proper girl (like your daughter)’ 

(85) ˈŋɡɔndr   a   nu  maskalˈdzonə | ʧə  ˈppwetə  ̍ kəmməˈna ?  (IvdC, 1913, 8, 1) 

  meet.2SG DOM a  scoundrel   what can.2SG combine.INF 

 ‘you meet a scoundrel (like the one you met), what can you end up doing?’ 

 

The reading of ‘a brother’, ‘a girl’, and ‘a scoundrel’ here is specific, even though the referents have 

just been introduced (but were implicit in the discourse). However, the predicate in (85) may pertain 

to those prototypically requiring a human referent, such as ‘to greet’ (cf. example (25) with a proper 

name referring to an inanimate referent), thus forcing DOM. Despite the details, the contrast 

between the examples in (78)-(81) and (83)-(85) suggests, once again, that Barese DOM has 

actually reduced the domains in which it is now operative – possibly due to Italian influence here – 

creating (temporary) optionality of the a-marking in the modern variety. 

 The Barese indefinite article n(-uM/-aF) ‘a’ in combination with adjective aldə ‘other’ form the 

indefinite adjective naldəM/naldaF+N ‘another N’ (86) – also pronominalisable, e.g. (87) – and 

indefinite pronoun naldùnə ‘another one’ (88). These are typically used to identify alternative 

referents, whose levels of specificity are expectedly low: 

 

(86) [Context: A brother tells her sister: Thank God we have each other…] 

a. ka  ʧə   ˈmwerə  ˈtu  | ˈji   nɔnn  ̍ accəkə   ˈnalda   siˈsinə  

  that  if   die.2SG you    I  not  find.1SG  another  Teresa.DIM 

‘because if you die, I will not find another Sisina,… 

b. ˈkomə ʧə  ̍morə  məŋˈɡʊtʧə  |  ˈtu  nɔnn  ̍ accə    ˈnaldə  məŋˈɡʊtʧə 

like  if dies  Domenico.DIM you not find.2SG  another Domenico.DIM 

…like if Minguccio dies, you won’t find another Minguccio’ 



(87) e   tʧə  nɔm  ˈbotə   vəˈni    ˈjɛddə |  ˈav a   manˈna   ˈnaldə  (sc.  krəstjanə) 

  and  if   not  can.3SG  come.INF  she   has-to send.INF  another   person 

  ‘and if she can’t come, she has to send someone else’ 

(88) ˈva     ˈssfriʃ  a   nnalˈd-unə           (Papiol, 1947, 49, 4) 

  go.2SG.IMP  fry.2SG DOM  another-one 

  ‘go take advantage of someone else(, not me)!’ 

 

As already observed with the definite counterpart ‘the other (son)’ in (79), DOM is absent in both 

cases of adjectival naldə+N (86) and pronominal naldə(+N) (87). Both cases do not identify 

specific referents, but alternative ones to these, e.g. ‘another Teresa/Domenico’ and ‘another 

(person)’. Crucially, DOM is absent in spite of the fact that the nominal expressions in (86) also 

involve proper names, and the ‘another (person)’ in (87) is pronominal (yet, selected by ditransitive 

mannà ‘to send’; cf. §4.1). In contrast, (88) shows that pronoun naldùnə ‘another one’ already 

appears a-marked since the past century, and that continues being the case in the modern dialect. 

Note that the pronominal form naldùnə only differs from the variant naldə in (87) for the absence of 

-ùnə ‘-one’, an ending typical of other indefinite pronouns (§3.4); such a similarity with other 

pronouns may explain the tendency of human-referring naldùnə to appear a-marked. 

Similarly to other indefinites, in (89) we note that pre- and post-nominal assà ‘many’ does not 

allow the bare plural ‘friends’ to be a-marked – and this is not necessarily due to the verb təné ‘to 

have’: 

 

 (89) ˈji   ˈtɛŋɡ    (*a)  (asˈsa) aˈmiʃ   asˈsa  

I  have.1SG DOM  many  friends  many 

‘I have/find many friends’ 

 



In our database, numerals also seem to be excluded from the a-marking, as we already observed 

above with ‘three sons’ in (78), repeated in (90) below, and shown here for ‘twelve sons’ in (91) 

and ‘hundred sons’ (90), all of which identify referents with a low degree of specificity:  

 

(90) u   ˈprimə  maˈritə   lasˈsɔ  ˈtrɛ ˈffɪɟɟə   a  ˈmmammə 

  the  first   husband  left.3SG  three sons   to  mum(-my) 

‘her first husband left three sons to my mum’ 

(91) nə   sɔ   ˈffattə  ˈdudəʧə  ˈfɪɟɟə |  nə   sɔ   ˈffattə 

  of-them am made  twelve  sons  of-them am made 

  ‘I’ve made twelve of them sons, I made!’ 

(92) n  atˈtanə  ˈkambə  ˈʧiəndə ˈfɪɟɟə |  ˈʧiəndə  ˈfɪɟɟə   nɔŋ  ˈɡambənə  n atˈtanə 

a   dad  feeds  hundred   sons  hundred   sons  not  feed.3PL  a  dad 

‘a dad provides for hundred sons, hundred sons cannot provide for a dad’ 

 

The absence of DOM in (90) and (91) may be, once again, due to the predicates ‘to send’ (90) and 

‘to have (children)’ (91), which have been said to block DOM. Likewise, the transitive/causative 

cambà ‘to provide for’ in (92) may be argued to block DOM with referents on the lower levels of 

the Definiteness Scale. However, the pan-Southern Italian proverb in (92) is known in several 

variants, e.g. the one replacing ‘a dad’ with ‘a mum’. In this respect, it is crucial to report this 

alternative version uttered by an elderly female informant from Bari Vecchio, who a-marked both 

relevant DOs with DOM: na mammə camb’a ccìəndə figghiə, cìəndə figghiə non gambən’a na 

mammə ‘a mum provides for a hundred sons, hundred sons can’t provide for a mum’. Indeed, the 

same Barese proverb in (92) is also reported with both a-marked DOs in the version from Cerignola 

(FG), a town hundred kilometres north-west of Bari, e.g. […] a cento figli, […] a un padre 

(Antonellis, 1994, p. 43).  

 



 

4. Structural contexts blocking DOM in Barese 

 

After having (re)considered the behaviour of a variety of DO-referents, we conclude our overview 

of the Barese DOM by discussing two structural contexts which seem to have blocking effects on a-

marking in this variety, namely the co-occurrence of animate DOs with an indirect object (§4.1) and 

the occurrence of the DO as the subject/object of a clause embedded under perception verbs (§4.2).  

 

4.1. Ditransitive structures with human indirect objects 

 

In the case of ditransitive predicates including an overt (human) RECIPIENT/GOAL indirect object, e.g. 

‘someone to someone(/somewhere)’, DOM is blocked – a restriction which is also attested in 

Altamurano (Loporcaro, 1988, pp. 273–274): 

 

(93)  sɔ   mmanˈnatə / allasˈsatə / ppasˈsatə  (*a) ˈjɛddə/  la  pətʧəˈnɛnnə  a ˈssrɔɡɡə-mə 

   am  sent     left        passed    DOM  she    the  babygirl   to  mother-in-law 

  ‘I sent/left/passed her/the babygirl to my mother-in-law’ 

(94) maˈrjutʧə  a  pprəsənˈdatə  (*a) u  / nu  kədˈʤinə  a  lə   kəmˈbaɲɲə 

  Mario.DIM  has  presented  DOM the   a  cousin(-his) to  the  friends 

  ‘Mario’s presented his cousin/a cousin of his to his friends’ 

 

In (93)-(94), the DOs which are normally a-marked, i.e. personal pronouns and specific (in)definite 

common nouns, cannot appear with DOM whenever the human indirect object is present. We 

observed similar cases in which a proper name in (28), §3.2, a plural common noun in (61), §3.3.2, 

and an indefinite pronoun (87), §3.5, all surface without DOM. 

 



4.2. Complement of perception verbs 

 

Our final observation concerns the disappearance of DOM with complements of perception verbs, 

e.g. ‘hear/see’, even with referents which would obligatorily be a-marked. In these contexts, the DO 

of the matrix V1 in CP1 simultaneously acts as the subject/DO of the embedded clause in CP2.  

In the examples below, the different types of referents, i.e. personal pronouns (95), 

demonstrative pronouns (96), and kinship terms with the enclitic possessive (97), all remain 

unmarked: 

  

(95) [CP1 V1        … [CP2  SpecCP   [C C°   [TP2    V2   [VP ]]]]] 

ˈsiəndə          ˈjɪddə     ʧə     ˈddiʃə/ˈvvole  ˈfa 

 hear.2SG.IMP        he     what    says/  wants do.INF 

‘ask (lit. hear) what he has to say/wants to do’ 

(96) [CP1 vəˈdimə      … [CP2  ˈkʊssə    [C  ʧə   [TP2  ˈvva  acˈcannə]]]] 

    see.1PL.IMP         this.M    what    goes finding 

  ‘let’s see what this one is after (lit. what he’s looking for)’ 

(97) [CP1  ʧə ˈtu  [TP1  vəˈdivə  … [CP2  ˈmamə-tə  [C  ʧi    [TP2  ˈjevə   ˈbbɛllə]]]]]  

    if you   saw.2SG    mum-your    what    was.3SG  nice 

‘if you could see your mother, how nice she looked!’ 

 

This behaviour may be ascribed to the fact that the constituent in question is more readily 

interpreted as the (focused) subject/object of the embedded clause, and hosted in the specifier of 

CP2, which thus becomes invisible to the higher matrix CP1 (in our examples, these all seem to 

encode non-declarative illocutionary force). 



In sum, the thematic, i.e. ditransitive, structure of the verb or certain clausal boundaries appear to 

block the a-marking; however, similar syntactic restrictions require further research and testing, a 

task which is left for future research. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have seen that the Barese DOM is certainly sensitive to the specificity and 

definiteness of the [+human] – and, at times, [+animate] – referents (cf. Andriani, 2011; 2015). 

However, Barese DOM appears more constrained than initially discussed once larger sets of 

referents and pragmatic/syntactic contexts are taken into consideration. The general results for the 

different types of (in)definite elements considered are summarised in Table 4: 

 

Table 4: Summary of the presence (+), absence (–), or optionality (±) of DOM in Barese 

  

HUMAN 

 

ANIMATE 

 

INANIMATE Definiteness / Animacy > 

1/2 personal pro. + + Ø 

3 personal pro. + + – 

Demonstrative pro. + + – 

Proper N + +(/±) ± (HUM)  

Kinship+Encl.Poss. + Ø Ø 

‘Personal’ D+proper N + Ø Ø 

Dem+NP + ± (HUM) – 

D+NP (sing.) ± (SPEC) ± (HUM) – 

D+NP (plur.) ± (SPEC) ± (HUM) – 

Wh-pro +  – – 

Q(+NP) (universal) +  – – 

Q(+NP) (negative) + – – 



Q/Wh(+NP) (existential) ± (SPEC) – – 

Indef.+NP  ± (SPEC) – – 

Q/Wh+NP ± (SPEC) – – 

Num+NP  ± – – 

 

In particular, Barese DOM seems to be sensitive on the internal structure of the nominal expression. 

On the one hand, determiner-less elements such as pronouns, kinship terms with enclitic 

possessives (cf. Manzini & Savoia, 2005, II, p. 515), and proper names tend to always be a-marked. 

In this respect, Barese DOM behaves very similarly to that of modern Neapolitan (Ledgeway, 2000; 

2009) and, less so, to Corsican, inasmuch as “DOM is present as long as there is no determiner” 

(Neuburger & Starke, 2014, p. 382; however, ‘specificity’ is not a DOM-trigger in Corsican). On 

the other hand, elements with overt (prenominal) determiners/modifiers are more likely to show 

optionality. With common nouns lower on the Definiteness Scale, instead, DOM appears sensitive 

to the semantic composition of the determiner field (i.e. Dem+NP vs D+NP), in particular, to the 

interpretable level of specificity/identification. In both cases, the Barese a-marking appears to act as 

a device to spell out further referential properties of the D(P)/NP, i.e. [+specific/identified], which 

D alone may not fully encode. At times, the lexicalisation of D alone by means of a definite article 

may be enough to express the semantic properties encoded in the a-marking (cf. the variety of San 

Luca, Calabria; De Angelis, 2019; Ledgeway, Schifano & Silvestri, 2019; but this is not the case in 

Salento, see Andriani, forthcoming), but this seems rather unsystematic in Barese. 

 Although this is beyond the scope of this descriptive paper, we could treat DOM as the overt 

manifestation of (sets of) additional D-features, which canonical D-elements are not always able to 

encode. Hence, assuming Longobardi’s (1994; et seq.) N-to-D raising for determiner-less elements 

within the DP, we may argue that the N-movement to D (or D-related positions) triggers the a-

marking in Barese. Hence, only those D-less referents reaching the highest positions in the extended 

projection of N (cf. Grimshaw 2005) are (nearly) always obligatorily marked, whilst the presence of 



functional D-/Num-elements, such as (in)definite articles, numerals, and some quantifiers, may 

disfavour DOM, or block it altogether. Nonetheless, these basic ingredients licensing DOM in 

Barese are subject to other superordinate constraining factors, such as the predicate type and certain 

syntactic configurations. 

Moreover, no particular sensitivity to information structure was encountered in our data sample, 

as DOM equally appears on both – fronted or in-situ – topicalised and focused DOs. Nonetheless, a 

clitic-resumed DO with topic function will always tend to be more specific and identifiable than a 

newly given, focused DO, so that the former will favour the a-marking of referents lower on the 

Definiteness Scale. 

 Nonetheless, we have observed several contexts in which the Barese DOM does not seem as 

‘stable’ as other prepositions, since the semantic and syntactic considerations summarised so far can 

be overridden in the following contexts, i.e. when the DO: 

i) is the second conjunct of a coordinated structure [&P a DO [& & (a) DO]]; 

ii) is modified by numerals, weak quantifiers, and indefinites [(a) Num/QP [NP]]; 

iii) co-occurs with animate indirect objects required by ditransitive verbs; 

iv) acts as an argument of a verb embedded under a perception verb (cf. also Corsican DOM-less 

DOs when modified by a relative clause; Neuburger & Stark, 2014, p. 378); 

v) is at the lower levels on the Definiteness Scale and the type of verb displays low degrees of 

agentivity of its subject and/or affectedness of its object, e.g. təné/fà/avé (lə figghiə) ‘have 

(children)’; instead, other predicates selecting prototypically human DOs (e.g. 

‘greet/help/order/kill/etc.’) largely favour DOM.8 

																																																								
8 Crucially, many of these can be found in Sornicola’s (1997) list of Old Sicilian and Old Neapolitan predicates a-

marking their human internal arguments, albeit in a limited number of cases compared to modern varieties; for details, 

see Sornicola (1997), Ledgeway (2009), among others. Future research on Barese DOM will need to test a wider range 

of predicates (cf. Pineda, 2016, 2020; Pineda & Royo, 2017), including those in Sornicola’s study, as this tension 

between DATIVE and ACCUSATIVE is certainly true from a diachronic perspective, so that the a-marking may have 

survived synchronically as a lexically determined relic, rather than an active process. 



 

In conclusion, although further in-depth research and systematic testing are needed to untangle 

all subtleties concerning Barese DOM, it would not seem straightforward to treat Barese a-marked 

DOs as PPs, but, rather, as differentially marked DPs (cf. Ledgeway, 2000; Guardiano, 2010, p. 94; 

i.a.). 
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